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thanks in advance. A: You
are trying to push to

GitHub but your current
value of url is of app: ... &
url=@{token.getAppToke
n()} That variable only has
the a string representation

of the app token, not a
path to a GitHub

repository to push to. So
it's either going to work or
it's not going to work. Per
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the docs, you should be
using repo, not app, for
the URL to Push to: ...

&url= In summary, these
should be the proper

values for url: [ { "name":
"", "repo": ".", "token":

token } ] I suggest adding
some logging to help us
get you farther along.
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substantial studio
extension with a separate

entrance. The new
accommodation has
outstanding ensuite

master bedroom with
integrated shower, walk-in
wardrobe, dressing area

and access... 11 The
property A substantial four

bedroom detached
residence extending

through from the ground
floor throughout to the
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first floor of over 100
square meters. The house
is well proportioned and

offers living
accommodation on three

levels. 311 ** A STUNNING
PRICE REDUCTION ** We
are pleased to offer this
brand new 3 bedroom

ground floor maisonette
situated in The Mellands.
The property has been

extended and refurbished
throughout, offering a
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spacious open plan living
area with an... 211 A well
presented 2 bedroom flat
conveniently located for
the city centre and with

good transport links, with
access to M56 & M1

motorways. Externally the
property is in good order,
with close proximity to the
Manchester tramway and
bus services. 311 We are
pleased to offer this well
presented two bedroom
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flat which is ideally
situated for both the city

centre and M61 motorway
and offers good transport

links. 11 * GENUINE
OPPORTUNITY *

Contemporary two
bedroom apartment over

three floors in popular
residential location near to

the mainline railway
station and City Centre. *
IDEAL PRICE FOR FIRST-

TIME BUYER * Quiet
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location with courteous
neighbours * A view... 221

A well presented two
bedroom flat located in

this c6a93da74d
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